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Fircosoft filtering technology 
The financial industry’s 
standard for screening 
performance and efficiency
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In recent years, the global sanctions landscape has become significantly more 
volatile and complex. Recent developments – including increased scrutiny 
around terrorist financing – need to be dealt with by global financial institutions 
that have already incurred over $280bn in regulatory fines over the past decade. 
Many other factors, including the move from country-wide sanctions to 
targeted sanctions on individuals and regions, are shaping an even more  
difficult environment that financial institutions need to navigate carefully.

More than ever, it is vital that financial organisations implement the right 
solutions to help them manage in this increasingly complex world. This needs  
to include the ability to screen transactions and customers against watchlists  
and sanctions across a wide mix of geographies, cultures and languages.  
At the same time, they must keep their efforts highly targeted to minimise  
wasted effort, maximise efficiency and control compliance related costs. 

A complex and 
challenging landscape
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The solution used by  
the world’s top banks
Fircosoft’s unique filtering technology enables the world’s leading banks  
to improve screening performance by dramatically reducing the proportion  
of false alerts they produce when screening transactions or customer records. 
 
Other, more basic screening engines have a tendency 
to produce high false positive hit (FPH) rates that 
delivers polluted search results. Often this is because 
of the lack of sophisticated and configurable tools 
to prevent this. Basic engines have settings that 
cause either higher risk, missing relevant hits when 
reducing false positives, or higher cost, reviewing 
more false positives in order to include all relevant 
hits. In reality, these tools are insufficient for the real 
business requirement for effective screening that 
balances risk with the cost of compliance. 

Fircosoft filtering technology solves this problem 
with a unique combination of capabilities that 
help deliver unmatched screening performance. 

Fircosoft filtering technology is highly sophisticated 
software that enables banks to screen for fraudulent 
activity when they deploy either in Firco Continuity 
(for screening individual transactions) or Firco Trust 
(for screening customers).
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Firco Filtering technology features

Configurable settings and  
advanced algorithms that you  
can use to optimize filter results  
to best fit your own risk appetite  
and compliance policies

Detection of all relevant hits  
through advanced linguistic analysis  
(screening of data in any language 
including Latin, Chinese and Korean, 
plus transliteration for Cyrillic, 
Arabic, Japanese, Greek and Chinese)

Outstanding throughput capable  
of several million transactions 
processed per hour

Comprehensive recognition of 
abbreviations, acronyms, first names 
in different languages, professional 
and honorific titles, country names 
in different languages, ISO codes  
and major cities around the world 
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24/7 real-time filtering capable  
of handling the largest scale  
critical operational environments

 Comparison of customer and 
transaction data against any sanction 
or watchlist (including lists provided 
by governments, internal sources, 
Dow Jones, World-Check  
and Global WatchList™)

Compatibility with any message 
structure as input, including 
Free Format Text, CHIPS, SIC, 
FEDWIRE, SWIFT and XML
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The technology behind the Firco filter is sophisticated. As a result of using 
it your screening activities are far more straightforward. Fircosoft filtering 
technology is specifically designed to help IT, operations and compliance 
professionals in banking in three important ways: 
 
•  Maximum precision – ensure full risk coverage 

by making sure your transaction and customer 
screening include all relevant hits

•  Maximum effectiveness – save time, money and 
resource by dramatically reducing the number  
of false positive hits each screening run produces

•  Maximum performance – focus on the activity 
and alerts that really matter by clearly identifying 
and prioritising the highest risk results

For maximum precision, 
effectiveness & performance
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Balancing the cost and risk  
in compliance operations
The Fircosoft filter approach is unique in the way it balances  
risk and cost in three steps to achieve an efficient balance.

Firco filtering technology is an Accuity offering and it forms the basis of a suite  
of effective sanction screening solutions for risk and compliance professionals in  
financial services. To find out how Accuity can help you optimise your screening 
performance, contact your account manager or see accuity.com

List 
Restrictions  

Duplicates

Algorithms

Rules

Exceptions
etc

List 
Restrictions  

Duplicates

Algorithms

1.  Detect all relevant alerts 
Detection Scheme – is based 
on linguistics so you are not 
missing any relevant hits

False Hits

True Hits

3.  Prioritise high-risk alerts 
Risk scoring – prioritises  
high risk alerts to optimise  
their review, according  
to your operation teams

2.  Reduce false positive alerts 
Business tuning – based on 
the rich kit of settings to align 
with your banks risk policy
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About Accuity
Accuity offers a suite of innovative solutions for payments and compliance professionals, from comprehensive data and software that manage risk and compliance, 
to flexible tools that optimise payments pathways. With deep expertise and industry-leading data-enabled solutions from the Fircosoft, Bankers Almanac and NRS 
brands, our portfolio delivers protection for individual and organizational reputations.

Part of RELX Group, a world-leading provider of information and analytics for professional and business customers across industries, Accuity has been delivering 
solutions to banks and businesses worldwide for 180 years.
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